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So much fun, they won't know they're learning!Essential writing practice for preschool and

kindergarten.
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I'm a stay at home mom that also home schools. I'm always looking for ways to help teach my girls

but also to save money. I purchased this workbook because it is all hand writing and tracing letters.

There aren't any pages that are for coloring which I like because the coloring really bores my three

year old and will make her nearly have a melt down if I try to get her to color. She craves that

learning experience that coloring just doesn't give her. In an effort to save money I took all of the

pages out of this work book, it doesn't have perforated edges so I had to use a paper cutter to make

them nice and clean cut. I then put the pages into sheet protectors, used a sealer to close the top of

the sheet protector so the pages would not fall out and put them all into a 3 ring binder. I also

grabbed some wet erase markers so that she could sit and work on her hand writing skills at

anytime and then instead of throwing the book away when she completed it, we could just wipe the

pages clean and start again. This is perfect since she has a little sister who will be turning 2 soon

and we can use this over and over again versus purchasing new work books each time.

OK, I bought this and it is great but then I discovered http://www.worksheetfun.com where

everything is free to download. Suddenly this book for $7 is too expensive. I would buy this book

again only if I didn't have a printer at home or have no way of going to the local library to print the

free downloads.



I bought this book for my niece. I always try to get her educational gifts to occupy her time when she

visits. Tracing the letters and words in this workbook is her current favorite activity and this book is

the first thing she asks for each time she visits.The book is large, as are the letters to trace which is

good. The first half of the book gives two pages of tracing practice for each letter of the alphabet

and the second half gives lots of common(ish) words to trace once you've learned all the letters.I

can see her writing getting better which is great and its good to see her having fun too!

Two issues with this book... First, the title is deceiving, it's not tons and tons of tracing. If it were it

would have 3-4 pages per letter to practice... Second, I don't like the letter shape they chose for a

few letters, as it's not the letter style they teach in elementary school. If I would have known how

little the book was before I bought it, I would have never paid $6.99 for it. Seven dollars for this book

is a joke. 2.50-3.00... Maybe. But not what I paid. Save yourself the annoyance and grab the

cheaper ones that are on here as I bet they have the same amount of practice area... Oh, and it also

uses paper that is dang near impossible to erase on when my daughter wants to fix a letter she did

poorly... Really, just a very mediocre book for letter tracing...

2 practicing pages for each letter and 2 more practicing pages for words starting with the letter.My 3

year old loves it and go very excited to practice by herself.

I was in a desperate moment of feeling like my daughter wouldn't learn to write her letters and I

decided to buy the book. I love that she was able to practice tracing the letters multiple times. It is a

great book for pre-k children to practice on.

My son's motor skills are not where normal kids should be so this book worked out perfectly. My son

is not able to look at a letter and replicate it so the outline of the letter helps him get the motion

down which have served as a good transition to him being independent.

Plenty of letters to trace. Good size book. My son isn't quite 3 and isn't getting the hang of tracing

the letters just yet but he was very excited to try. We are looking forward to using this and helping

with letter recognition and starting to trace letters.
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